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INTRODUCTION

Takeyla B. appeals and Terrence P. cross-appeals from a

detention order of the juvenile court, which order granted the

Department of Health and Human services (DHHS) continued

temporary custody of their children pending adjudication and

provided that placement of the chi1dren was to be outside of

Takeyla and Terrence's home. on appeal, both Takeyla and

Terrence challenge the sufficlency of the evidence to support

the juvenile court's order granting DHHS', continued custody of

the children. Eor the reasons set forth herein, we affirm the

juvenile court's order.



BACKGROUND

Takeyla and, Terrence have four children: Te',shaun P',

Tierr6 P., Ti-vean P., and Tre'sor P. Takeyla and Terrence have

been in an t'on again/off again" relationship for B years ' During

most of the relevant time period, both parties were residing in

the same home with the children'

on March 22, 20L2, the State filed a petition alleging that

all- four children are wj-thin the meaning of Neb ' Rev ' Stat ' s

43-247 (3) (a) (Reissue 2008) because (1) Takeyla's use of alcohol

and/or controlled substances places the children at risk for

harm; 12) Takey}a failed to provide proper parental Care,

support , and/or supervision; (3) Takeyla engages in erratic and

disorderly conduct in the presence of the children, (4 ) Terrence

has failed to protect the children from Takeyla; and (5) these

allegations put the chil-dren at risk for harm. The State al-so

filed a motj-on for temporary custody of the children with

placement to exclude the home of Takeyla and Terrence. on that

same duy, the juvenile court entered an ex parte order granting

DHHS temporary custody of the children, with placement to

excl_ude Takeyla,s and Terrence's home. The chiLdren were placed

with their paternal grandmother.

A detentj-on hearlng was held before the juvenile court on

April 11, April 25, and May g, 20L2. Testifying on behalf of the

State were Maryann Groh, the DHHS initial assessment worker, and
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Erica Bush, a family permanency specialist wit'h Nebraska

Eamilies Coll-aboratj-ve (NFC) .

on January 20, 2O!2, Groh investigated a call received that

day reporting that Tivean , dge 7; Tre'sor, d9e 2; and Tierr6'

age L, had been left at home unsupervised' The investigation

revealed that Tivean arrived at school on that day at

approximately t2:30 p.m. at which time he indicated that he had

been home alone wj-th his 1- and 2-year-old siblings. Tivean said

that he was alone long enough to watch a movie twi-ce' Groh's

investigation revealed that in August zott Takeyla was cited by

police for leaving the children al-one in her vehicle whil-e she

was shopping. In September 2OLl, Takeyla was cited for driving

while intoxicated, and police reports indicated that there was a

child in the car at the time.

Bush and Groh spoke with Takeyla at her home on January 23,

20L2. Takeyla admitted that she had l-eft the chil-dren home

alone. Takeyla told Bush and Groh that she took Te'shaun to

school, washed her cart bought 9ds, picked up snacks, and

returned home. She did not feel like she was "gone that long'"

Takeyla agreed to and signed a 30-day safety plan which provided

that Takeyla would not l-eave the children home alone, that

Takeyla's great-grandmother and cousin would babysit if she

needed heJ-p, and that Bush would check on the chil-dren weekly by

phone or in person.
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The next day, Bush and Groh returned to Takeyla's home

because Groh's supervisor fel-t the family needed more support in

p1ace. Groh explaj-ned to Takeyla why they needed to amend the

safety plan, but the conversation escalated to the point that

Groh and Bush exited the house. Groh ca1led her supervisor for

consultation and Takeyla cal-led the police. upon their arrival,

the police offi-cers explained to Takeyla what Bush and Groh were

trying to accomplish and encoulaged. Takeyla to sign the amended

safety plan. The officers told Takeyla that if she did not sign

the amended safety p1an, they "woul-d have to take the issue to

the next levef.,' Takeyla signed the amended plan which added

that her cousin would visit once or twice a week to check on the

chi-l-dren' s well-being.

Terrence was not present when Bush and Groh spoke with

Takeyla on January 23,20!2, but he was present on January 24.

Terrence advised that he was at work all duy, and he did not

know if Takeyla l-eft the children home alone during the day.

Terrence was not listed on the safety plan.

Following placement of the children in DHHS' temporary

custody, Takeyla and Terrence were allowed visitation wi-th the

children in their home five times per week for periods of 2 to 3

hours, with visits supervised by the staff of "Caring People of

Sudan." Bush testified that she was contacted by a visitation

worker who reported that while trying to set up visitation for
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the family, Takeyla stated that she would not be hel-d

responsible for what wou1d happen when she came into their

office that day and that she was going to destroy everyone

invo1ved with the case. However, there were no concerns

regarding the behavior of the parents at the visits, and Takeyla

and Terrence were described as willing and participatory.

Per the safety plan, Bush checked on Takeyla and the

children once per week. Some of the appointments were

unscheduled drop-ins and others were scheduled. Bush attempted

four drop-in checks, but the family was not home during those

times. Bush was abl-e to make contact at the home f ive total-

times. Bush testified that she did not have any concerns about

the condition of the home. When Bush observed the chi1dren they

appeared wel-l--cl-othed, well--fed, and happy with no obvious signs

of abuse or neglect. Eurther, the children were always being

supervised.

During the safety p1an, Bush continued to have concerns for

the children's safety because Bush felt that Takeyla was

resistant to services. Takeyla gave Bush the impression that she

was going between two households at that time and had some

housing needs. Bush was also concerned about Takeyla's mental-

health because Takeyla acted erratically. Bush observed that at

times Takeyla was hyperactive and "escafated. " Takeyla ye11ed

and screamed, oftentimes in front of the chi]dren. On one

tr
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occasion, Bush observed Takeyla slap Tre'sor's hands a couple of

times which Bush felt was excessive discipline for a 3-year-old'

on Eebruary 23, 2012, Takeyla agreed to Bush's reguest to

visit that day, but she tol-d Bush that this woul-d be the last

time she would allow Bush into her home because the safety plan

was to expire that day. Bush testified that she explained to

Takeyla when the plan was signed that it was subject to being

re-evaluated; however, the plan did not specifically include

this information. At this visit, Bush discussed with rakeyla

setting up daycare for the children. Takeyla told Bush that she

had reapplied for daycare and contacted the State to apply for

child care assistance, but Bush was stil1 concerned about who

was going to watch the children when Takeyla went to work or ran

errands.

On March 13, 20t2, Bush and Groh tried to meet with Takeyla

to see the children again, but Takeyla did not grant them

permission. Bush and Groh spoke with school officials instead.

They were advised that on one recent occasion, Takeyla forgot to

pick the chil-dren up f rom the school and did not arrive until-

6:00 p.m. It was also reported that the children were frequently

tardy to school. Fina1ly, Tivean had told his teacher on three

previous occasions that he was left home al-one to care for his

siblings. On March 13, 2012, Bush and Groh were abl-e to meet

with Terrence at the home. Terrence reported that Takeyla had
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been diagnosed wi-th postpartum depression after the birth of

their Iast child. Terrence indicated that Takeyla was acting

erratically and violently, and that she had Ieft the home.

Terrence shared that they had been in an argument and Takeyla

threw something across the room, putting a hole in the waII of

the home. Terrence also stated that Takeyla came to the home the

day before and broke a window. Terrence said that their

rel-ationship had a long history of vj-ol-ence with Takeyla usually

being the perpetrator. On one occasj-on, Takeyla stabbed him in

the shoulder. Terrence al-so reported that Takeyla had lost up to

$11,000 gambling and was smoking marijuana daily. Terrence did

not want to Ieave the children home alone with Takey1a. Based

upon this Conversation, Terrence said he was not going to allow

Takeyla back into the residence because he felt that the

children were unsafe around her. Terrence was encouraged to get

immediate temporary custody of the chil-dren and a protection

order and was given information on how to accomplish this. The

day following this meeting, Bush left a message for Terrence

asking him whether he had obtained custody or a protection

order, but Terrence never returned the cal-1.

Groh also spoke with Adam Smith, Terrence's friend who was

al-so li-ving in the home on March 13, 2012. Smit.h told Groh that

the day before, Takeyla came to the house and Smith called the

police twice because she was outsj-de of the door acting violent.
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Groh also spoke with Te',shaun on this day who told her that

Takeyla was no longer staying in the home. Te'shaun told Groh

that TakeyJ-a had broken hoLes in the wal1 and that she and

Terrence were cussing and yelting at each other'

on March 27, 2012, Groh returned to the home to reassess

the safety of the chil-dren. No one answered the door, but Groh

saw the children and Takeyla in the home through the window'

Final1y, Takeyla's cousin, Tanisha B' ' testified

Takeyj-a, s behalf. Tanisha testified that she was asked

provide supervision for the children when needed and to check on

the children as part of the safety p1an. When Tanisha dropped by

the home, she never observed the children to be unattended'

At the close of the evidence, the court made the following

remarks:

From January to Eebruary there was no compliance with the

safety plan. IDHHSI tried to make drop-ins, and no one was

there. In February, {Takeylal was still resistant to

services. There was concern about excessive discipline,

slapping the kids on the head. And one was three years oId'

Concerns on on behaff of [Takeyla], f am worried about

mental health and/or drug use'

The chi-ldren's father is not off the hook. You lived

with this woman, and you have an obligation to know how

your kids are being cared for. And you knew that she was

not doing all- right . so with al-1 due respect, it is not

okay to come in today and sdY, r was at work, I didn't know

the kids were unattended. You have a responsibility to them

on

to
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as welI. And there was testimony that you

about their care and yet stll-l- cont j-nued

fashion.

Takeyla appeals and Terrence cross-appeals

juvenile court' s order.

The court went on to state that Takeyla and Terrence "have the

abllity to be good parents" but that "there are challenges here

that need to be addressed" to settle the CaSe. The court

encouraged Takeyla and Terrence to take advantage of the

services that DHHS offers.

On May 10, 2012, the juvenile court entered an order

continuing temporary custody of the children with DDHS. The

court found that reasonable efforts to prevent the children's

continued removal from the parental home had been made,

including but not limited to the risk assessment. The court went

on to find that it would be contrary to the children's health,

Safety, or welfare to be returned to the home of Takeyla and

Terrence at this time. The court scheduled a "case settlement

Conference" for May 22; however, this conference was postponed

due to the instant aPPeal.

had concerns

in the same

from the

ASSIGNMENTS OE ERROR

On appeal and cross-appeal, Takeyla and Terrence challenge

the sufficiency of the evidence to support the juvenile court's

order granting DHHS continued custody of the children.
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STANDARD OF REV]EW

Juvenile cases are reviewed de novo on the record, and an

appellate court is required to reach a concl-usion independent of

the trial court's findings; however, where the evidence is in

conflict, the appellate court will consider and may give weight

to the fact that the trial court observed the witnesses and

accepted one version of the facts over another. In re Interest

of Ryder J., 283 Neb. 318, 809 N.w.2d 255 (201,2) .

When an appellate court reviews questions of law, it

resolves the questions independently of the lower Court's

conclusions. In re Interest of Destiny A. et df., 214 Neb. 7!3,

142 N. I/r.2d 7sB (2007 ) .

ANALYSIS

TakeyTa's AppeaT.

Takeyla alleges that the juvenile court erred in finding

sufficient evidence to warrant DHHS's continued custody of the

children. Upon our de novo review of the record we find that the

juvenile court did not abuse its discretion in ordering that

DHHS retain temporary custody of the chil-dren pending further

juvenile court proceedings.

Neb. Rev. Stat. S 43*254 (Cum.Supp.2010) sets forth the

requirements for continuing to withhol-d a juvenile from his or

her parent pending adjudication, and it provides, in partr ds

follows:
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If a juvenile has been removed from hls or her parent

[without a warrant as a resu]-t of concerns for the
juvenile's safetyl , the court may enter an order continui-ng

detention or placement upon a written determination that
continuation of the juvenile in his or her home would be

contrary to t.he health, safety, or wel-fare of such juvenile
and that reasonable efforts were made to preserve and

reunify the family if required under subsections (1)

through (4) of sect j-on 43 .28 3 . 01 .

Continued detention pending adjudication is not permitted under

the Nebraska Juvenil-e Code unl-ess the State can establ-ish by a

preponderance of the evidence

such detention is necessary for

at an adversarial hearing that

s opportunity to be heard on the

satisfaction of the State'

the welfare of the juvenile. In

re Interest of Anthony G., 255 Neb. 442, 586 N.W.2d 421 (1998).

A detention hearing is a

need for removaf and

parent'

the

obligations. See In re Interest of Mainor T.

Neb. 232 614 N.W.2d 442 (2004).

& EsteJ_a T. , 267

A review of the record reveals that the State presented

sufficient evj-dence to demonstrate that continued placement of

the chil-dren in Takeyla's home would be contrary t.o their

heal-th, safety, or wel-fare In addition, there was evidence that

reasonabl-e efforts to preserve and reunify the family were made

pursuant to Neb. Rev. Stat. S 43-283.01 (Cum. Supp. 2010).



Takeyla has a pattern of leaving her children unsupervised.

There was testimony that in August 20ll Takeyla was cited for

leaving her children unsupervised in her vehicl-e in a parking

lot while shopping. Takeyla was then cited for driving under the

infl-uence while one of her children was in the car in September

2077. DHHS became involved with the family after the January

2012 report that Takeyla l-eft Tivean home alone with his two

younger siblings long enough to watch a ful-l--l-ength movie twice.

The record shows that the oldest chil-dren are frequently tardy

to school- and were not picked up from school until 6:00 p.m. on

one occasion. Tivean reported being left al-one to care for his

siblings on three prevr_ous occasr_ons. Takeyla admitted to

leaving the children unsupervj-sed, and she agreed to a safety

plan which allowed the children to remain in the home. When Bush

contacted Takeyla on February 23, Takeyla stated that she woul-d

no longer work with Bush after the safety plan expired. Since

that date, Takeyla refused to answer phone calIs or meet with

any workers. Terrence has reported continued erratic behavior by

Takeyla, and there are concerns with viol-ence in the home as

welI as possi-b1e marijuana usage by Takeyla.

Taken together, this evidence is sufficient to establish

that the continued detention of the chil-dren is necessary for

their health, safety, and wel-fare The State is not required to

establish a speclfic harm or risk to the juvenile; it is enough



if the evidence establishes by a preponderance of the evidence

that the conduct or circumstances of the parent or custodj-an are

such that 1t is contrary to the juvenile's wel-fare to remaj-n in,

or return to, the parental or custodial home. In re Interest of

Joshua M, et af . , 251 Neb. 674 | 558 N.W.2d 548 (L991) . We need

not wait for dlsaster to strike before taking protective steps

in the interests of a minor child. In te Interest of Rydet J.,

283 Neb. 318, 809 N.W.2d 255 (2072).

The evidence also reveal-ed that reasonable efforts to

preserve and reunify the famiJ-y were made with the

implementation of the safety pIan. Although Takeyla did not

violate the safety plan, she was not cooperative or

participatory wj-th DHHS's attempts to ensure the children's

safety. After the safety plan expired, there were additional

concerns for the children's safety, aS reported by Terrence, and

neither Terrence nor Takeyla took steps to alleviate these

concerns when DHHS tried to assist. Neb. Rev. Stat. S 43-283.01

clearly indicates that the juvenile's health and safety are the

paramount concern in assessing reasonable efforts. The juvenile

court, s determination that reasonable efforts were made was

supported by a preponderance of the evidence.

Takeyla arques that the juvenile court made several

incorrect factual- findings on the record following the

presentation of evidence. Takeyla asserts that the evidence does
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not support the court's assertion that she was not in compliance

with the safety plan or that she slapped the children on the

head. Takeyla also notes that the court's concern for possible

mentar hearth issues or drug use were onry based upon

allegations made by Terrence and were not substantiated by any

further evidence. while we do not agree with aII of the court's

statements, the evidence presented by the state and considered

in our de novo review was sufficient to meet the State's burden

to prove that temporary custody of the children should remain

with DHHS.

Terrencet s APPeaT.

]n Terrence, s Cross-appeal, he also alleges that the

juvenile court erred in finding sufficient evi-dence to warrant

DHHS's continued custody of the children. upon our de novo

review of the record, we find that the stat.e presented

sufficient evidence to warrant DHHS',s continued temporary

custody of the chil-dren.

As we discussed more thoroughly above, in order to continue

DHHS, s custody of the children, the juvenile court had to find

that the continued detention of the children in Terrence's home

woul-d be contrary to their health, safety, oI welfare and that

reasonable efforts were made to preserve and reunify the family

if required under subsections (1) through (4) of S 43-283.01.



Terrence reported to Bush and Groh that Takeyla had moved

out of the home, was smoking marijuana on a daily basis, was

behaving erratically, and was violent with him' Terrence was

advised to obtain temporary custody of the children and acquire

a protection order against Takeyla. Terrence tol-d Bush that he

would not allow Takeyla to be alone with the chj-l-dren' Despite

these reports, Terrence took no action to protect the children'

The evidence al-so reveal-ed that reasonable ef f orts to

preserve and reunify the family were made pursuant to s 43-

283.01,. Although Terrence was not specifically named in the

safety plan, he was well aware of itS parameLers because he was

present at Takeyla',s second meeting with Bush and Groh' At this

meeting, Terrence advised that he was unaware whether Takeyla

was leaving the children unsupervised because he was at work all

day. A few weeks later, Terrence expressed concern about a

vari-ety of Takeyla's behaviors and was advised of steps he could

take to protect the children, which he chose not to do' The

status of the children's supervision in the home was uncertain

given the report that Takeyla was not in the home following an

argument with Terrence in March 20L2 '

Upon our d.e novo review of the record, we conclude that the

juvenile court did not abuse its discretion in ordering that

DHHS retain temporary custody of the children pending further

juvenile court proceedings. The evidence revealed that the
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continued detention of the children 1s necessary for their

heal-th, safety, and welfare and that reasonable efforts to

preserve and reunify the famiJ-y were made- Accordingly, we

affirm the order of the juvenile court'

CONCLUSION

Upon our de novo review of the record, we affirm the order

of the juvenile court continuing the temporary custody of the

children with DHHS pending adjudication'

ArrrnuBo.
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